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With the advancement of the new working age of the fourth 
industrial age, APE Pumps have advanced their pattern 
making facilities, moving into new larger modern premises 
adjacent to the current operational manufacturing facilities 
in Wadeville.

Pattern making is a highly skilled profession utilising hand 
crafted manufacturing techniques for specially engineered 
designed pump sets suitable to client’s operational 
requirements.

Many changes can be performed to the existing patterns by 
the highly trained skilled members of the team.  APE Pumps 
prides itself on being the only pump manufacturer in South 
Africa that can train pattern makers in the pump industry 
following government’s MERSETA regulations for training of 
pattern makers to the highest standards.

Attention to detail is critical in many factors, precise 
tolerances need to be strictly maintained, as this can be an 
energy efficiency loss becoming very expensive in various 
factors to the client.

Casting pumps from the 
perfect pattern
Since the company commencement in 1952 as an original equipment manufacturer, 
APE Pumps has been specialising in fluid handling management and turnkey projects 
bringing solutions to client’s problems in this field of industry for many years.

Moving to new spacious premises has given new capabilities 
in being able to produce and alter larger pumps to the 
client’s requirements bringing this new dimension to the 
company’s portfolio.

The master craft of pattern making to the standards required 
takes many hours and hours of commitment, dedication 
following a rigorous training programme, this has enabled 
APE Pumps to be the only pump company to train pattern 
makers to the highest standard.

All of the completed patterns indicate hours of team work, 
working together with pump designers, pump engineers and 
various team members, who’s combined results go towards 
producing state of the art pump products, which APE Pumps 
then finally approves and put’s their quality seal of approval 
on, this is what we pride our 66 year history as an original 
equipment manufacturer, Leaders in Pump Innovation.

Contact Norman Kroukamp, APE Pumps,  
Sales Team Manager, Cell: +27 (0) 72 909-1863,  
Tel: +27 (0) 11 824-4810, norman@apepumps.co.za


